Student instructions for connecting to lab computers

- First establish a VPN connection following these instructions:

**Cisco AnyConnect**

Connecting to VPN for the First Time

- In any web browser go to [https://workathome.uhcl.edu](https://workathome.uhcl.edu)
- Type your UHCL Username and password (without the domain uhcl\ in front and not your email address).
- Click Logon, then Continue
- Wait for the website to detect your OS and computer type then download and run the Cisco AnyConnect client.
- After the install is complete, open the software if it does not start on its own.
- You should get the screen below. In the open field, enter: workathome.uhcl.edu

![Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client](image1)

- If you click on the gear icon, your settings should like those in the example below.
- Close this window and select Connect from the window above.

![Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client](image2)
Once connected to VPN, click on the following link to access the SSCB Open Lab Remote Access page (specific connection instructions are listed on the left side of the page):

http://ac-server-i.pclab.uhcl.edu/SSCBOpen/SSCBOpenLab.html

Students needing to access ArcGIS, Maya, or Adobe Creative Cloud, click on the following link to access the SSCB Graphics Lab Remote Access page (specific connection instructions are listed on the left side of the page):

http://ac-server-i.pclab.uhcl.edu/SSCBGraphicsCSS.html